
Character Actor

LOCATION

Burlington, VT. Consultant (Contract)

REPORTING TO

Senior Director, Content

POSITION OVERVIEW

Superplastic is looking for an engaging and hilarious Character Actor with a passion for gaming to
bring life to an animated character in live streams and video content. As a key member to the
creative team, you will embody the character’s personality, mannerisms, and humor to engage with
audiences during live performances. The ideal candidate should be a skilled gamer, have a knack
for comedy, and have the ability to adapt to various roles or scenarios.

RESPONSIBILITIES

● Bring a Superplastic animated character to life through various platforms on social media.
● Rehearse and perform live streams on a weekly basis, interacting with audiences in

real-time while staying on character.
● Infuse humor and wit into the characters' interactions, improvising when needed to keep

the audiences entertained and engaged.
● Display proficiency in playing video games. This includes but is not limited to games like

Fortnite, Minecraft, Roblox, and more.
● Work closely with the Superplastic Creative team to develop the character’s personality and

storyline to enhance the overall performance.
● Train on how to use motion capture equipment and software, ensuring smooth operation

during rehearsals and performances.

QUALIFICATIONS

● Must be 18 years of age or older to apply. Must live within commuting distance of Burlington,

Vermont.



● Experience and skill playing video games. You don’t need to be exceptional, just need to

understand game mechanics.

● Must have an understanding of video games and gaming culture, with the ability to speak in

depth about different game genres, mechanics and platforms.

● Experience streaming on Twitch or Youtube Live is preferred, but not required.

● Proven experience in acting, comedy or improvisation is a plus, but not required.

● Excellent verbal communication skills, with the ability to engage and entertain audiences on and

off-camera.

● Collaborative mindset with the ability to work effectively with a creative and technical team.

● Willingness to work flexible hours, including evenings and possibly weekends to accommodate

live stream schedules and production timelines.

ABOUT SUPERPLASTIC

Superplastic is a character design studio that creates animated celebrities with millions of followers
worldwide, and who appear in social media, music, gaming, high-end collectibles, fashion, animated
entertainment, web3, and live experiences. The company sells tens of millions of dollars in real and
virtual products annually and has collaborated with Gucci, Fortnite, Mercedes-Benz, Tommy Hilfiger,
Christie’s Auction House, J. Balvin, Kidsuper, Pusha-T, Paris Hilton, The Weekend, Vince Staples, Rico
Nasty, and more.

Superplastic is an equal-opportunity employer. Superplastic is committed to diversity, equity, and
inclusion; we are passionate about building and sustaining an inclusive and equitable workplace.

http://superplastic.co

